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Dear Mr. Nguyen:
The Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy (Conservancy) offers the following comments on
the proposed tentative tract map to facilitate the development of 461 housing units on 57.1
acres. The project is antithetical to the City’s objectives to maintain land forms and obtain
commensurately scaled open space dedications. The project eliminates a substantial section
of Bouquet Creek in its full natural form with alluvial scrub vegetation and eliminates a
prominent ridgeline in order to generate fill material. As proposed, the project would result
in unavoidable significant adverse biological and visual (aesthetic) impacts. As proposed the
project would not provide any ecologically substantial open space area or open space area that
remains connected to an unchannelized section of Bouquet Creek.
The Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) must include alternatives that: 1) do not chop
off the top of the prominent ridgeline for a linear park with a full length ridgeline road; 2) do
not channelize more than one third, or more, of the onsite length of Bouquet Creek; and 3) do
provide 10 acres of ungraded, permanently protected habitat that abuts a future unchannelized
section of Bouquet Creek to provide habitat connectivity to National Forest lands. To provide
the least damaging alternative for decision makers to analyze, the DEIR must include an
alternative that fully encompasses all three of the above described parameters.
If the need for fill to construct a realignment of Bouquet Canyon Road is what is driving the
project design, then the DEIR must state that fact. To compensate for the need to mine the
prominent ridgeline for fill, the project should aggressively mitigate that adverse aesthetic
impact by including many acres of ungraded onsite contiguous open space in public view
corridors along either existing Bouquet Canyon Road or the proposed realignment of the road.
Shy of such specific open space mitigation being required, the project must be conditioned to
purchase at least ten contiguous acres of natural habitat along a nearby section of Bouquet
Canyon Road, or 100 natural acres in the watershed, prior to map recordation. The offsite
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habitat must have a recorded conservation easement or be dedicated in fee simple to a public
agency. It must also provide the land interest holder with an upfront longterm monitoring
payment of $50,000 to generate annual visitation funding.
The DEIR must address the potential of growth-inducing impacts of the new road alignment
providing access and utilities to the abutting large open space parcels to southeast. The DEIR
must also address the potential adverse ecological impacts of street lighting and vehicle traffic
on the private HOA open space area that abuts the road realignment.
The use of County correctional facility land to facilitate the proposed development appears to
be a gift of public funds. What compensation will the County receive for the loss of its land
to private uses and other public uses?
The DEIR must analyze whether the proposed new road alignment and large slope easements
through the Plum LLC lots to the southeast will eliminate habitat that was mitigation for the
adjoining existing housing development. Does the project description properly include these
offsite components proposed on land that the applicant currently has no interest in?
The DEIR must address how the proposed project would surround all of the site with sections
of existing or proposed Bouquet Canyon roadway. With exception the cement culvert carrying
Bouquet Canyon Creek under the new road alignment the site would be biologically isolated.
The DEIR must carefully analyze what new barrier will be constructed between the correctional
facility and the new road alignment. What adverse impacts will the additional traffic and closer
proximity of traffic have on the youth in the correctional facility?
Does the project contain all the necessary infrastructure and longterm funding to address TMDL
issues?
Please direct questions and future documents to Paul Edelman of our staff at the above
letterhead address, at edelman@smmc.ca.gov, and 310-589-3200 ext. 128.

Sincerely,

IRMA MUÑOZ

Chairperson

